1. Information on confidentiality and privacy
I give my permission for my submission to be publicly available on the NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment website.: Yes
I would like my personal details to be kept confidential.: Yes

2. Your details
Email address:
Name:
Address:
Contact phone number:
Do you identify as an Aboriginal person?: No
Are you an individual or representing an organisation?: Individual

3. Organisation or business details
Who do you represent?:
If you selected Government, please clarify.: 
If you selected Peak representative organisation, please clarify.: 

4. Draft Regional Water Strategy objectives and vision
Do you support this vision for the South Coast Regional Water Strategy?: Yes
If no, please outline your vision for the long term management of water resources in this region?: 

5. Information and modelling used to develop the South Coast Regional Water Strategy
Do you have any comments about the information used to develop this strategy?:
Please provide details if there is additional information you think we should consider?:

6. Stochastic modelling method
Do you have any comments about the modelling method used to develop this strategy?:
Is there any additional information that you believe could help us assess the benefits and disadvantages of draft options?:

7. Opportunities and challenges for water management in the South Coast region

Do you have any comments on the opportunities, risks and challenges identified?:

Are there any additional opportunities, risks and challenges that we should consider and what options could address these?:

8. Draft South Coast Regional Water Strategy options

Which five (5) options do you think are most important?:
Please comment on why you think these options are most important?:
Which five (5) options do you think are least important? (If any):
Please comment on why you think these options are least important?:

Do you have any comments on the draft options?:

9. Option combinations

Do you have any thoughts on how the options could be combined with other options?:
Are there additional options that we should consider?:

10. Other comments

Do you have any other comments about the South Coast Regional Water Strategy?:

11. Referral

How did you hear about the public exhibition of this strategy?:
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment